
Specialization will positively correlate to abundance of well-
suited plants
Niche overlap will be lower than predicted by a null model

We analyzed pollinator specialization in a home garden between
April and October 2020 as the floral community shifted using
bipartite network analysis (BNA). BNA is a key tool in
understanding the function of each species in a network".
However the incorporation of change over time in BNA is  recent
and needs further development"—despite different flowers
having very different phenologies. In particular, we extended
Corbet’s, and Ellis & Ellis-Adams’ flower and insect typologies to
analyze whether the availability of preferred food sources
impacted specialization and niche overlap."" This work provides
valuable insight to restoration efforts which seek to maximize
pollinator biodiversity and minimize planting expenses.
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Conclusions
Ratio of well-suiting flowers did not strongly predict PDI for
any species
Comparing niche overlap (NO) to null models reveals this
variable is strongly non-random

Most days, most pollinators were only observed on one
flower leading to very skewed PDI Values

Confounding Factors
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Not quite! Pollination Syndromes presume a coevolutionary
history which has not been proven. Corbet’s analysis divides
plants and pollinators into 3 functional categories based on
observed   interactions:

Allophilous Plants
Hemiphilous Plants

Euphilous Plants

small flowers, accessible nectar
partially concealed nectar
fully concealed nectar, often bell-shaped
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Figure 2: Indicative histogram of Niche Overlap
(NO) computed from 500 null models (green)
and observed value (orange) for June 9th. For all
null models, z-scores > 3 strongly suggest
observed NO not random.  
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Table 1: Relative abundance of each  flower type on each observation day

Is this a Pollination Syndrome?

What are Null Models?
Null models provide a baseline for comparison by creating a
randomly structured network with the same size and number of
interactions as the observed network. This baseline can be used
to establish whether a network feature is the product of an
ecological process or simply a product of sampling effort.
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Restoration plantings should include a range of flower
typologies throughout the year

Restoration Considerations
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Figure 1: Scatterplot of linear model for Bombus
Impatiens with R2 = 0.2641 implying low
correlation between ratio of well-suited flowers
and PDI; indicative of results for all study species


